
Written Qualifying ExamTheory of ComputingSpring 2001Friday, May 18, 2001
This is a three hour examination. All questions arry thesame weight. Answer all of the following six questions.� Please hek to see that your name and address areorret as printed on your blue-ard.� Please print your name on eah exam booklet. Answereah question in a separate booklet, and number eahbooklet aording to the question.Read the questions arefully. Keep your answers legible,and brief but preise. Assume standard results, exeptwhere asked to prove them.
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Problem. 1 New booklet please. [10 points℄1. Consider the language onsisting of the set of all strings with sequeneof 0's followed by the same number of 1's.L = fon1njn � 0g:Show that it's not regular.2. Using a homomorphism redution show that the set of palindromesPAL(�) over � = f0; 1g is not regular either. (DO NOT USE THEPUMPING LEMMA DIRECTLY.)PAL(f0; 1g) = f� 2 f0; 1g�j� = �Rg:3. Consider the set of reverse palindromes RPAL(�) over � =fA; T; C;Gg, de�ned as follows: The omplementation operation is ahomomorphism de�ned by AC = T , TC = A, CC = G, and GC = C.Show that the language RPAL(�) is not regular. (Again, DO NOTUSE THE PUMPING LEMMA DIRECTLY.)RPAL(fA; T; C;Gg) = f� 2 fA; T; C;Gg�j�R = �Cg:Solution1. Consider the string uvw = 0n1n for some �xed n. Sine juvj < n andjvj > 0, we have v = 0 � � �0 and jvj < n. But then, uw = 0n�jvj1n (the stringuviw, with i = 0) must be in the same language. An impossibility.2. Let L0 = PAL(f0; 1g). Consider two homomorphisms:h1 : fa; b; g� ! f0; 1g�: a 7! 0; b 7! 1;  7! 0h2 : fa; b; g� ! f0; 1g�: a 7! 0; b 7! �;  7! 1Now onsider the languageh2[h�11 (L0 \ 0�10�) \ a�b�℄= h2[h�11 (f0n10njn � 0g) \ a�b�℄= h2[fanbnjn � 0g℄= f0n1njn � 0g = L℄2



Sine 0�10� and a�b� are regular and regular sets are losed under inter-setion and homomorphisms, we onlude that if PAL(f0; 1g) is regular thenso is f0n1njn � 0g.3. Consider the following surjetive homomorphism hh : fA; T; C;Gg� ! f0; 1g�: A 7! 0;T 7! 0;C 7! 1;G 7! 1Thus h(XC) = h(X) = 0, if X 2 fA; Tg and h(XC) = h(X) = 1, ifX 2 fC;Gg. Thus for all � 2 fA; T; C;Gg�, h(�C) = h(�). And for all� 2 RPAL(fA; T; C;Gg), h(�C) = h(�) = h(�)R. Thush(RPAL(fA; T; C;Gg)) = PAL(f0; 1g = L0;whih is non-regular.Problem. 2 New booklet please. [10 points℄Graph 3-Colorability: Given an undireted graph G = (V;E), it issaid to be K-olorable, if there is a mapping f : V ! [1::K℄ suh that everypair of adjaent verties are assigned distint olors.� 3-Colorability(G)� Input: An undireted graph G = (V;E).� Output: If G is 3-olorable then return true; Otherwise, return False.3-Colorability problem is known to be NP-omplete. Use this fat, toshow that the following problem is NP-omplete: Let n = jV j and m =jEj. Given: a system of multivariate polynomials over the �eld of omplexnumbers, involving n variables and m+ n equations eah of degree 3 or less.Deide whether this system of polynomial equations is solvable.SolutionLet C denote the �eld of omplex numbers. Let f1, !, !2g denote thethree ube roots of unit. These three onstants will be used to representthree olors. For eah vertex vi, assoiate a variable xi and introdue thefollowing equations into the system:x3i � 1 = 0:3



This enfores that the vertex vi takes a olor in f1, !, !2g. Now the onditionthat eah pair of adjaent verties [vi; vj℄ 2 E are assigned distint olors anbe enfored by the following set of equations:x2i + xixj + x2j = 0; where [vi; vj℄ 2 E:Note that the graph G is 3-olorable if and only if the onstruted system ofequations in C[x1; : : : ; xn℄ has a solution in Cn.Problem. 3 New booklet please. [10 points℄ Show that it is undeid-able if a Turing Mahine with alphabet f0, 1, Bg ever prints three onseutive1's on its tape.SolutionFor eah Turing MahineMi, onstrut M̂i, whih on blank tape simulatesMi on blank tape. However, M̂i uses 01 to enode a 0 and 10 to enode a1. If Mi's tape has a 0 in ell j, M̂i has 01 in ells 2j � 1 and 2j. If Mihanges a symbol, M̂i hanges the orresponding 1 to 0 and then the paired0 to 1. With this design M̂i never has three onseutive 1's on its tape. Nowfurther modify M̂i so that if Mi aepts, M̂i prints three onseutive 1's andhalts. Thus M̂i prints three onseutive 1's i� � 2 L(Mi). Thus the questionof whether an arbitrary Turing Mahine ever prints three onseutive 1's isundeidable.Please turn over.
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Problem. 4 New booklet please. [10 points℄Let T be a binary tree. For eah node v in T , let h(v) be the length ofthe longest downward path from v to a leaf, and let d(v) be the length of theshortest downward path from v to a leaf. (Thus at a leaf v, d(v) = h(v) = 0.)De�ne a whole binary tree to be one in whih every internal node has twohildren, and in addition, h(v) � 2 � d(v) for all nodes v.Let T (`) be the smallest possible number of nodes in a whole binary treewith h(root) = `. Determine T (`) exatly.SolutionLet Tree(`) denote a whole binary tree with h(root) = ` and the smallestpossible total number of nodes. Without loss of generality, assume that theleft-most path of the tree is the longest downward path from the root to aleaf. Then it is easy to see that the left subtree of Tree(`) must be Tree(`�1)and the right subtree must be a omplete binary tree of depth d 2̀e�1. Henethe left subtree has T (`� 1) many nodes and the right subtree has 2d`=2e� 1many nodes. Hene the reurrene relation for T (`) is as follows:T (`) = 1 + T (`� 1) + 2d`=2e � 1= T (`� 1) + 2d`=2eSolving the above equation by telesoping, we getT (`)� T (0) = X̀i=1 2di=2e:The above equation an be simpli�ed as follows:T (`)� T (0) = ( 4 � 2`=2 � 4; if ` = even;3 � 2(`+1)=2 � 4; if ` = odd.Note that T (0) = 1. HeneT (`) = ( 4 � 2`=2 � 3; if ` = even;3 � 2(`+1)=2 � 3; if ` = odd.Problem. 5 New booklet please. [10 points℄(a) [5 points℄ The input is a sequene of n elements x1, x2, : : :, xn that wean read sequentially . We want to use a memory that an only store O(k)5



elements at a time. Give a high level desription of an algorithm that �ndsthe kth smallest element in O(n) time.Hint: Use the linear-time median algorithm.(b) [5 points℄ Suppose that you are given an algorithm that �nds the kthsmallest element in a given set. Prove that that the omparisons used bythis algorithm are suÆient to partition the set in two groups of elements:the ones that are smaller than the kth element and the ones that are largerthan the kth element.Solution(a) We �rst store 2k elements and �nd the median. All the elements greaterthan the median are eliminated. We then read the next k elements, �nd themedian, eliminate the k larger than the median and so on, until all n elementshave been read. Suh phases are repeated at most n=k+1 times. Eah phaserequires �nding a median of at most 2k elements and an be performed inO(k) time. Thus the omplete algorithm algorithm requires O(n) time.(b) Let x be the kth smallest element. Suppose that it is not possible todivide the set into the two groups, as required. This implies that there existsat least one element, say y, suh that with the given number of omparisonswe an distinguish whether this element y is smaller or larger than x. Thus,the outome of all the omparisons is onsistent with both y being larger orsmaller than x. This is possible, as depending on whih ase we hoose, wewill obtain a di�erent kth smallest element.Problem. 6 New booklet please. [10 points℄De�ne a ommon subsequene (not neessarily ontiguous) of two stringsV = v1 � � � vn and W = w1 � � �wm as a pair of sequene of indies:1 � i1 < � � � < ik � n and 1 � j1 < � � � < jk � m;suh that 81�t�kvit = wjt:Let s(V;W ) = k be the length of a longest ommon subsequene (LCS)of V and W . For example, the LCS of two strings V = ATCTGAT andW = TGCATA is TCTA and s(V;W ) = 4. Devise an eÆient algorithm toompute s(V;W ). 6



SolutionA simple dynami programming algorithm to ompute s(V;W ) is as fol-lows: Let si;j be the length of LCS between i-pre�x Vi = v1 � � � vi of V andthe j-pre�x Wj = w1 � � �wj of W . Thus si;0 = s0;j = 0 for all 1 � i � n and1 � j � m. Then si;j an be omputed by the following reurrene:si;j = max8><>: si�1;jsi;j�1s�1;j�1; if vi = wjThe omplete dynami programming algorithm with trae-bak pointersis as follows:LCS(V,W)for i = 1 to n dos[i,0℄ := 0;for j = 1 to m dos[0,j℄ := 0;for i = 1 to n dofor j = 1 to m doif v[i℄ = w[j℄ thens[i,j℄ := s[i-1,j-1℄ + 1;b[i,j℄ := [diag℄;else if s[i-1,j℄ >= s[i,j-1℄ thens[i,j℄ := s[i-1,j℄;b[i,j℄ := [up℄;elses[i,j℄ := s[i,j-1℄;b[i,j℄ := [left℄;return s and b.
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